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ABSTRACT 
th location of lýlydassut is not ttrthin the "Kin}. of Fire" rove of iioxlucitl earthquake Thus, 
in Malas sea, the seismic htvard is lots will high consequences The p0%%lbIlIIIC% of' file 
building to c perrence the vibration %%hen subjected to at lateral or hoiiiontal force }around 
motion due to our earthquake is lots After the incident of. undersea iiie athrusl earthquake of 
2(x14 Indian Ocean l: a rthxluake, called l sunium swept itcross Malaysia. this disaster has made 
the engineers, archrtecas and local authorities pus more attention on the efl'ectite seismic 
design of concrete structures Iltrs protect is about the numerical studs on strength of 
reinforced beam-coltunn joints dtae to sescrc earthquake, Much leads to building collapse 
Research regarding the sheau strength and ductility of the jumts has been liºund to he the 
nnportant dcsrgn I. actor to achrete satisfactory structures The simulation is conducted bs 
using ti I AAl) Pro to obscrsc the shear, bending moments rued torsion of the frame structure 
of 4-store( school building and make sure that the taiue doesn't exceed the static capacri, \ 
Much the beam can sustain from the results obtain, finite element aratlssrs is conducted for 
the most critical section of beam-column 
, 
joint and determine the stress, cracking; pastern and 
crushing pattern on the beaun-colunut point Based on the simulation that has been done, this 
research concludes that the school building is still able to tsrthstiuul seismic loading and safe 
to be used 
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On 26 I)ecxrnher 2(x)4, an earthquake disaster had swept across Malaysia. 1'ulau 
I. angkawi and Pulau Pinang were said to be the most uflccte(l area. The killer wave, 
called 2004 Indian (keen Earthqu ake, known as 'I suiuuni is indicate to be the largest 
earthquake on earth since the 9.20"nwgnitudc Good Friday Earthquake which struck 
Alaska, USA, on March 27,1964 and the li)urth largest since I(Xx). The 9.0 of 
numicnt magnitude earthquake struck the Indian Ocean off the western coast of 
northern Sumatra, Indonesia on I)ec cmbcr 26,2(104 causing thousands of deaths. The 
catastrophe hits coastal regions all over the Indian Ocean including Acch, Sri Lanka, 
Indian state of Tamil Nadu, Phuket Island, 'Iluailand, Somalia, Africa and even in 
Malaysia. 
The impact of this sudden earthquake has nutdc the building designers in 
Malaysia more cautious about the building safety. Most of'the building structures in 
Malaysia arc designed with less consideration of vibration due to force ground 
motion since Malaysia is claimed to be out of frequent earthquake jonc. The design 
load for most of the building in Malaysia is only the lateral load due to wind and 
neglect the earthquake load. Although Malaysia fortunately escaped from the 
damages that struck beaches thousands of miles further away, the amount of deaths 
was still the tragic incident hor Malaysians and the future tremor hits which are 
greater from this might be possible. 
Many resca d cs and studies from the rumst have been conducted in relation to 
the scisrnic response of reinforced hcanm-column joints. Experiments and modelling 
were dune in upgrading the ductility and shear strength of hcam-column joints when 
subjected to seismic loading. The study on seismic performance and structural 
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behaviour of beam-column joints is also one of the researches in terms of cyclic 
loadings. As a result, the researchers come out with different ways of improving the 
durability of reinforced beam-column joints subjccted to cyclic loading. 
In this project, the numerical study on the strength of rcinforcc bcam-column 
joints undcr seismic loading is conductcd by taking the clasticity, ductility and shear 
strength of beam-colurnn joints into consideration. The simulation by S'I'AAI). Pno 
software has been con ducted to analyse the behaviour and propcrtics of a f'rumc 
structure subjected to earthquake loading using spectrum analysis. S'I AAI). Pro is the 
mast popular structural engineering software product for 3-dimensional model 
generation, analysis and multi-material design. The types of concrete hcing used arc 
also the most important thing to study in order to Hake the structure more effectivc 
and efficient under the seismic response. 
1.2 Problem titatcmcal 
In Malaysia, the reinforced concrete building designs are haxod on British 
Standard Institution, Bti 8110.7htc structural use of concrete in buildings and 
structures arc rccommcndcd in the BS 8110. The existing rcinfbrced concrete 
structures in Malaysia arc mostly designed with consideration of wind and gravity 
load. Ifowcver, there are little or no buildings structures that have been design with 
the provision of seismic load. 't'hey arc not designed on the basis of earthquake 
design cock and make no direct use of ground motion. 
I'hc trcmor ich by Malaysians on 2(X)4 hay bc4 omc the important conyidcration 
on designing the buildings stnu. tures für the safcty of people, This is due to rapid 
comiruct n of high rise stnictures in Peninsular Malaysia which may create high 
seismic risk in terms of structural damages and deaths due to high population and 
conunercial activities taking place in the stnwturc. 'T'hus, the building must he able to 
withstand the vibration due to earthyuakc when subjected to a lateral or horizontal 
force ground motion. 'T'hus, structural failures and deaths can be rcducod or 
prevented. 
1.3 Objectives and Scope of Study 
1-3.1 The purpose of the project 
The objectives of the project arc: 
1. To analyse behaviour and properties of a frame structure of a 4-storey school 
building subjected to earthquake loading using spectrum analysis with 
STAAI). Pro software. 
2. To conduct the finite element analysis of the most critical section of beam- 
column joint when subjected to seismic loading and determine the stress, 
cracking pattern and crushing pattern on the beam-column joint. 
1.3.2 The feasibility of the project 
The scope of this study would he on dynamic loading by analysis and 
modeling. For this project, it would f6cus only on the analysis. The initial works are 
to calculate the loading subjected to the beam. Furthermore, the capacity of the beam 
and column under shear, moment and to sion will he calculated for the checking 
purpose. From the structural drawing, a model can be simulated under seismic 
loading and analysis on the shear, moment, tension and deflection of the whole 
structure can be done. After checking the resistance of the building under seismic 
loading, one specific connection of the beam-column joint which has the maximum 
values of axial force and bending nxom cnt will be analysed. The analysis will be 
done by using finite element analysis. This project is only limited to 2 dimensional 




Seismic loading is the application of the earihyuakc-generated effects on the 
structures. In ductile frame, the seismic load path flows through the beam-column 
joint. Thus, ductility is an essential attribute to a structure in order to withstand the 
strong vibration of the ground motion under seismic loading. Instead of ductility, the 
shear strength with effectively shear transfer mechanism is the most important thing 
in designing the rcinlbrccd concrete structures in order to prevent the building from 
collapse when subjected to seismic loading. The basic understanding on the limit 
state is essential in designing the load paths in the concrete systems. The approach 
for designing the structure is to design it on the most critical limit state without 
exceeds the remaining limit states. Two lateral loads such as wind and vibration 
loads are the major design factors to be considered in designing the building 
structures. 
2.2 Ductility 
Most structural design procedures serve the elastic behaviour as the basis of 
development. The induced level of deformation is significantly exceeding the 
idealized elastic limit of the system. 't'herefore, the elastic model must be used in the 
understanding of structures that will he subjected to earthquake-induced ground 
motions. Ductility is the relationship between the anticipated level of displacement 
and the displacement at idealized. According to the force-displacement relationship 
of ductile structures, at some point, the displacement increases with little or no 
increase in applied force. Energy, which is dissipated by the ductile structures, is 
taken into design methodologies consideration. To reduce the level of system 
rexponsc, the dissipated energy is converted into equivalent structural damping. 
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23 Shear Strength 
('oncrcte c omponcnt which is subjected to cyclic loads and postyicld 
deformations nccd an ctli-ctivc shear transfer. Once the concrete cracked, the shear is 
transferred by two mechanisms which arc by the cracked concrete and by a truss 
mechanism. (icncrally, the shear transfer in concrete is by interlocking in aggregate 
along the cracked surface. The load path of rcinfbrccd shear follows an internally 
developed truss or tics and strut model. The assumptions that the truss panel points 
arc square and uniform in compression field is used to develop the codified 
mechanism strength fir this loud path. 
2.4 (; round Behavior 
Earthquake is due to violent shaking on the ground. The effects arc temporarily 
to increase lateral and vertical forces and also to disturb intcrgranular stability of 
non-cohesive soils. The violent shaking also imposes the strains directly on surface 
material where the fault plane reaches the surfiicc. This means that any soil structures 
that are capable of movement arc at risk of this transient increase in lateral and 
vertical forces. Earthquake in Peru on 1517() and in Anchorage. Alaska on 1964 arc 
the examples of resulting types of damages which is landslips. One village, Yungay, 
in Peru was destroyed almost entirely. 1! t (XX) lives were lost by a debris flaw 
involving tens of millions of tons of rick and icc. 
h'hc cmwlidaticm of both dry and saturated material are caused by the 
disturbance of the granular structure of soils by shaking which is due to the closer of 
packing grains. 'temporary liquefaction which is caused by the increase of pore 
pressure of saturated winds by shaking can lead to massive foundation failure. Shear 
movement results from the soil displacement such as landslips and con olidation. 
Furtherorc, inelastic displacement also occurs and it is critical in the piles' design. 
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2.5 Reinforced Concrete 
Reinforced concrete is one of the building materials used in construction. It is a 
strong durable material that can be formed into many varied sires and shapes 
ranging. Concrete is strong in compression and protects the steel to give durability 
and tire resistance. 
"hare arc many types of typical damage to ckmcnts subjected to bending, with 
or without direct force. 'llic typical damage arc diagonal cracking in the cone, 
cracking in the tension ZOnc, loss of concrete cover, the concrete core breaking into 
lumps by reversing diagonal cracking, stirrups bursting outwards and buckling of the 
main reinforcement. These typical damage leads to bond tüilurc, which is particularly 
in zones where there arc high cyclic stresses in the concrete and also direct shear 
failure of short ekmcnts. The ihilure also occurs at the beam-column intersection 
zone which is called shear cracking. 
From the review of lionacci and Yuntazapaulou (1993) about the 86 building 
joint subasvcmblages tested in the laboratory, they had found that joint failure for 19 
specimens was contributed by the failure of anchorage. furthermore, joint failure by 
shear fisilurc of the joint core was determined at 51 of K6 laboratory test specimens. 
Mcinhcit and lirsa (1977) had done a laboratory testing of the building 
asscmhlagcs with design details typical of prc-1970's construction. From the 
experiment, it shows that joints with little to no trunsvcrsc reinforcement and 
relatively high shear and bond-stress demand exhibit severe stiffness and strength 
loss. Furthermore, f)urrani and Wight (19K5) had also ot-Aerved the strcngth and 
stiffness für ckmcnts with moderate volumes transverse rcinfbrccmcnt and modcratc 
shear and bond-stress demand. 
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2.6 Seismic Loadings 
Cormaldcsi and Moriconi (2(x)6) conducted a study about the beam-column 
joints behavior made of sustainable concrete under cyclic loading. It is being done by 
preparing the substituting natural aggregates with recycled aggregates from building 
demolition. This experiment is based on submitting some real-scale beam-column 
joints to cyclic loading either natural or recycled-aggregate concrete to compare their 
behavior. Their aims are to promote the structure safety regarding the environmental 
issues. For the experiment, a commercial Portland-limestone cement type was used, 
which is according to the F. unopcan Standards. Two different kind of aggregate, 
either recycle or natural of the same diameter was prepared for the concrete 
specimens. 11tree test was being conducted which were compression test and 
modulus of elasticity, splitting tension test and pull-out test. Furthernorc, in order to 
compare the concretes by means of nxonotonic and low-cycle loading, the bond 
behavior of cyclic loading was being studied. Two types of concrete for beam- 
column joint were being made by natural-aggregates concrete (RI: F) ad RE:. (' with 
another made of RFC -+ FA. For the first concrete, the damage was observed in the 
beam portion close to the joint as predictable. While for the second concrete, the 
crisis occurred just in the joint. They conclude that there is diflerent rupture 
mechanism which can chaructcrixc the beam-joint column due to its very low elastic 
modulus value for the recycled-aggregate concrete. 'I'he column and the joint should 
be more stiff than usual to obtain all the same ductile failure. In case of seismic 
design, to get better pcrfiornance when the structure is shaken by the earthquake, it is 
noted that when fly ash is added to recycled-aggregate concrete, the higher 
defiormability can be achieved. 
I, owcs and Alto ontash (2003) have developed two constitutive mcick which 
arc constitutive model for the shear panel and bar-slip component of the heam- 
column joint clement. For the 1' mx)dcl. the earthquake loading of joint results in 
substantial shear loading of the joint core. The inelastic response of the joint core is 
simulated by the shear-panel component. The response of joint suhusscmhlagcs had 
been used. The M('FI' is developed to characterize the global response of RC panels 
subjected to uniform shear and uniform shear plus axial load and to define the 
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response of the shear panel component for scvcrul rcusons. Stevens ct at. (1991) has 
done a study for the MCFT extended simulation of response under cyclic loading. 
The response envelope is defined on the basis of the MCI i' and experimental data 
provided by Stevens et al. Concrete compressive strength is reduced using the factor 
proposed by Stevens and a concrete tensile stress-strain model is derived from the 
Stevens data and used in the current implementation of the MCFT. The behavior is 
attributed to the opening and closing of cracks in the concrete-stccl composite. For 
the tad mcxicl, it is developed to define the load-deformation history of the bond-slip 
springs that simulate inelastic anchorage-vane response. The experimental data of 
joint subassemblies testing is used to define the bar stress-slip relationship. The bar- 
strcss versus slip relationship is developed on the basis of several simplifying 
assumptions about joint anchorage-zone response. As a conclusion, they indicate that 
the proposed model is appropriate for we in simulating response under earthquake 
loading. 
Solbcrg ct al. (2008) has conducted an cxpcrimcnt and computational on the 
seismic performance of damage-protected beam-column joints. It is about the 80% 
scale precast concrete three dimensional beam-column joint subassembly designed 
with damage-protected rocking connections. Rigid body kinematics has been 
identified as the theoretical basis of rocking system where the precast members are 
tied together using unbounded prcstrcssed tendons. The hybrid systems were 
introduced and the investigation has been done about the behavior of these systems 
through a testing of a 5-storey 31) frame and wall system. As a result, less damage 
has been observed than would be expected with monolithic frames and negligible 
residual displacements observed in both frame and walls. 
2.7 Sefunk Analysis 
Structural response due to earthquake is referring to stress, acceleration. 
displacement, shear, velocity or any other parameter affected by the ground motion. 
T`hc dynamic: analysis of a structure responding to dynamic fore" is used to establish 
the strength and ductility requirements of the structure. 
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Pantclidas et al. (2008) has done an experimental research program about the 
seismic rehabilitation of reinforced concrete (RC) frame interior beam-column joints 
with FRI' composites. The R(' frame has been designed for gravity loads. By using 
carbon FRP (CFRP) and deficient under seismic loads, strengthening of RC beam- 
column interior joints in building fames was being addressed to improve the story 
shear capacity, displacement ductility, energy dissipation and inelastic rotation 
capacity of joints under simulated seismic loads. The experiment was done by 
measuring the load applied at the beam ends by using loads cells which attached in 
series with two actuators that applied the quasistatic cyclic loads. The column is 
subjected to constant axial load which is equivalent to 0.1 Ag/;. 'through an actuator 
at the column bottom. The assumption fºr beam-colunuo joint design is the points of 
contraflexure occur at mid height of the columns and midspan of the beams. 'Iltcrc 
are two types of beam-column joints were tested in this research with specific criteria 
and been divided into as-built condition and rehabilitated with ('FRI' composites. As 
a result for as-built specimen, concrete shear crack has developed. While for the 
rehabilitated with ('FRP composites, ('FRI' delimitation has been observed. As a 
conclusion, ductile behavior has been successfully observed as the brittle joint shear 
failure and pullout of the beam bottom steel bars at the joint can be delayed and 
postponed the loss of stiffness and strength. 
Al-Sallourn and Almusullum (2(X)7) have conducted an experimental study on the 
efficiency and effectiveness of carbon fibcr-reinforced polymers (CFRI') in 
upgrading the shear strength and ductility of seismically deficient bean-column 
joints. The objective of this experiment is to evaluate seismic pcrli)rrnancc of as-built 
rcinforccd concrete (RC) interior connection. The comparison between connection 
pcrformancc with that of ('FRP-rcpuircd and (TRP-strcngthcncd specimens has 
done. With non-optimum design paranocters. lour us-built R(' interior beam-column 
subaxscmblages were constructed. The specimens has been divided into 2 parts; 2 
specimens used as basclinc specimens and 2 specimens were strengthened with 
('FRI' sheets under two different schemes. Ten, these specimens were being 
subjected to cyclic lateral load histories. The purpose is to provide equivalent of 
severe earthquake damage. After that, the damaged control specimens were being 
repaired using C'FRP sheets. For the test of control specimens, shear crocks were 
I) 
observed in diagonal directions and propagated toward the ends of joints and also in 
the beams and columns which the cracks in the beams were higher than those in 
column. Then, the damage specimens were repaired through injecting epoxy into the 
cracks and bonding the specimens with ('I"RP sheets externally under either Scheme 
I or 2. These two schemes show the significant delay of shear failure of the joint 
which is due to either debonding or crushing/cracking of concrete. It also shows that 
the joint gains strength to such an extent and cause shifting of mode of failure from 
the joint to the beam. As a conclusion, both the shear strength and ductility of beam- 
column joints can be cfl'ectivcly improved by bonded the C'FR1' sheets externally. 
I lowcvcr, it may also shift the fitilurc mode from the joint to the adjacent member. 
Mcgawati ct al. (2(x)4) had dcvclopcd a new set of attenuation relation hip on 
rock site due to distant Sumatran-subduction earthquakes. 1 he relationship is for 
shallow crustal carthquakc in stable continent and activc tectonic region for 
Singapore and the Malays Peninsula since the number of recorded ground motions in 
the region is very limited. This research has come out with the fiicts that the 
Sumatran Fault Segments have the potential to generate a specified level of response 
spectral acceleration in Singapore and Kuala Lumpur. It is based on the newly 
derived ground motion models. 
2.8 Modelling of Concrete Rebavlor 
Ecenstra and Kots (2(X)1) had nude a comparison of flour popular constitutive 
models fcor reinforced concrctc on their merits for monotonic and cyclic loading. The 
four constitutive arc multiple-fixcd crack model with von Mines to model the 
crushing. Kankinc-von Miscs plasticity model, total strain-hawed fixed model and 
total strain-hawed rotating model. The monotonic analysis is performed by applying 
the vertical loading and monotonic increase at the center of the top slab. Inertia effect 
is negligible and the loading is considered being applied within the timc domain. 
From this research. two aspects had been observed as the cause of monolithic and 
cyclic loading behavior. The aspects arc the allowable stress and the unloading and 
reloading behavior. The fioilurc surface and the evolution of the failure surface 
lU 
dominates the behavior fior monotonic loading while fior cyclic loading, the 
unloading and reloading of the models dominates the behavior. The results arc 
influenced by the type of structure used, the reinforcement ratio and the material 
parameters. 
Rose ct al (2(x)1) had developed a reinforced concrete model to analyse the 
inelastic behavior of reinforced concrete beam column nx-mbcrs. In this research, the 
author u es a composite steel-concrete constitutivc law to analyse the shear and 
flexural behavior of reinforced concrete beam columns with the model which bused 
on the Modified ('ompression Field Theory. The nxodcl has been successfully 
implemented for cyclic loads. As a result, they observed that the panel can develop 
two types of failure modes when it is under pure shear which depends on the quantity 
of the reinforcing stccl present. The failure nxodcs are compressive crushing of the 
concrete struts and crack sliding. Throughout the experiments, it shows an excellent 
corrclation for panels subjected to cyclic and monotonically increasing load. 
In order to tkvck)p an excellent performance structures, the design needs to 
be safe, durable and serviceability. Mackawa et al. (2(K)I) had developed in-plane 
spatially averaged constitutive models of R(' elements with up to 4-way cracking. 
'Me structure is dcvck)pcd to predict the dynamic behavior. Using an active crack 
coordinate concept, compression, tension and shear stress-strain relationships had 
been applied on it. from this research, it indicates that the FFIM tool is the best way 
for seismic performance evaluation of R(' structures. Furthermore, in order to predict 
the dctormation capacity of RU structures, modeling the buckling of main 






This project 13 to study on strength of the reinforced hcam-column joints whcn 
subjcctcd to seismic loading. lkiore starting the mtxicling, some literature review 
through journals and readings material has been done regarding the seiwnic loading 
which affects the rcintbrccd beam-column joints. Research regarding the shear 
strength and ductility of the joints has been found to be the important design factor to 
achieve satisfactory structures. 
After some research har been done, the structural drawing of four storey school 
building has been chosen to be analysed. The building model is made of reinforced 
concrete and owned by Jabatan Kcrja Raya (JKR) Malaysia. The structural design of 
the building is analysed by using STAAD. l'n) software. Figure 3.1 shows the flow 
chars of the project. Detail fir the project scheduk can be referred at Appendix A. 
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Figure : i. 1: Flow ('hurt of the Project 
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3.2 Modeling 
Fhc data for the nxxicl is takcn from structural drawing under Jahatan Kcrju 
Kaya (JKR Project. 'Ihhc 4-starry school building had been chose to be analysed and 
the detail is shown in 'fable 3.1 and 'fable 3.2. 
Table 3.1: Model Data 
3.1 Tcrruin 
Building llsagc 
Numhcr ut' storcy 
Matcrial. r uscd 
7. (iradc of corx: rctc 
8. ('orx; rctc I )cnsit y 
9. f-. xiwtiurr Condition 
1 0.1 1 irr Kcsi%tuncc 
Table 3.2: Dimensions of The model 
1,111C 
licight of* building 
I Icight of titorcy 
Width 
Columns 
I kxýr Il; camx ý 
Itix4Itcnms 
ý 6IM. f 
Remark 
Jahtttun Kcrju Ruya"°. ......, 
K(h Planning Malaysia School 
Area with no obstruction 
School 
4 storcy building 
Rcintbrccd ('orx: rctc 
...... .. 30 
24 kN/m 
Modcrutc 




7. i10 to 
350 zum X 250 mm 
1 50 nun X 550 nun 
150 nun X 0(0) nun 
125 mm thick 
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ligurc 3.2,3.3 and 3.4 slx)ws the 3-I) vicw, sidc view and the front view of the 
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F ire 3.4: Front view of school building with dimension 
33 Load [ktermimation 




Load subjected on all beam structures is calculated before starting the nxxicling 
by using S'I'AAI), PRO software. For the beams, the assumption that all beam sites 
are all the same for each roof beams and floor beams has been made. For each fkx>r, 
it is assumed that all room is classroom with the same dimension because classroom 
has the highest live bad, which is the worst case among all. The bads consist of 
dead load, (h; live load, Qº and seismic bad. Two load combinations have been 
considered. After all bads have been computed, it is being input in the software at 
specific location. Appendix H (1) shows the detail load calculation for all beams size. 
The structural design data and the detail load calculation are summarimd in Table 
3.3. 
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. ... . ... 13S 81 10 1't. Iý; K)7: Stnicturul usc of concrctc I'tvt 1: ('odc of i 
1'racticc tor IksiKn and Construction 
HS 631N i'c. 1 1996: ('odc of Practice for Dead and In-qx)wd 
Loads 
13S 639) 14.3 1988: ('odc of 1'racticc for Imposed Roof loads 
4-storcy school building - 8a' Planning Malaysia Sclx)ol 
l 
. 
lt(x)f licum I S(1mmXh(K)nun 
2. Fk, ur Ikum- 150 nunXS50 mm 
3. ('olunm 350mm X 250mm 
2 tour tor all xtructurcs 
_... _ .... _ . .. __ . ... _... _.. _. ý___ý. _. __. _ I . 
ltixýtý 
1)cad laud : 24 kN/m2 X 0.05m thick - 1.2 kN/m2 
Live Lood: 0.6 Min 
2.1: kxrr/Stuh 
I)cud load : (0.125rn x 24 kN/m') + 0.75 kN/m2 -- 3.75 kN/m2 
Live l. aad : 3.0 kN/m2 
3. Wal l 
I)cad load: 1.0 kN/m2 
Livc load : 3.1 kN/m2 (115 mm thick brickwall with 3.6m 
height) 
4. Ceiling 
Drad load : 24 kN/rn' X 0. (X)32m - 0.1 kN/m2 
(inuk of('otx: rctc: 
f,  - 30 N/mm2 
('hnructcrist ic s(rcngth of rcinforccmcnt . f; - 410 N/mm2 
('hnnu: tcristic xtrcrikth of link rrinfi)rccmcnt: f; Y - 250 N/mm2 
Kram covcr - 25 mm 
1)cad Load ot'('orx: rctc - 24 kN/rný 
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3.1.2 Seismic Load 
During the earthquake, the ground surface nxºvcs in X, Y and 1. direction. 
11hc movements parallel to the ground surface, which is at X and Y direction, 
generally cause the largest part of damaging effects on the stationary structures 
because structures arc normally designed to support vertical gravity loads (Ambrose 
and Vergun, 1999). In this study, seismic load in the firm of spectrum analysis is 
applied on the structure for the analysis. 'Ehe response spectrum is taken from Arshad 
clap (: 007). 
Response spectra are the plots of maximum response of single degree of 
freedom (SIX)t) systems subjected to a specific excitation. It is simply a plot of the 
peak of a series of oscillators of varying natural frequency, which arc forced into 
motion by the same base vibration. For this study, each plot is for SIX)I- systems 
having a fixed damping ratio of 0.05. The maximum modal responses arc combined 
using Complete Quadratic Combination method (CQC). It is noted that once the 
combination method of CQC arc applied, the sign of the results is lost. Consequently. 
results of a spectrum analysis such as displacement, reactions and lbrccs do not have 
any sign. 
In this study. the building is considered constructed on a very done soil and 
! k)ft rock (soil class C). 'I71e design spectra accekratiun and the time period are 
shown in ['able 3.4. 
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Tabk 3.41: Time Period for Soil ('lass C (Arshad et. al, 2007) 
Period Accckration(m/sec 




I . UO. 0.1170 
1.50- 0.078O 
IN 0.0585 
,. ý. _. " . ---- .... _ ". 5U 0.0468 
3. ()6_ 0.0314() 
3. Sp ý.. _ .. 
_ 
0.0334 
4. (0 0.0293 
4.50 (1.0264) 
5. (x) 0.0234 
5.50 0.0213 
ý-ý. . 6. (x) 0.0195 ý 
6.50 0.0180 . ýý 
7. (x) 0.0167 
ý_.. - 7.50 0.0156 
, _ý.. ý. .. 8. (xl 0.0146 
~- 8.50 0.0138 
9. (x) 0.0130 ý- 
9.50 0,0123~- 
_ý 1O. lx) 0.0117 
3.3.3 Load Combination 
Load cambinatianx for cxmcrctc structure are he. vc on the British Standard Htißl 10. 
'c body one ax follows: 
a) l. cuK! Combination I: t1-O. 756k + 0.75(, h f-0.751:. (1 
b) Load Combination 2: 11 -- 0.750h + 0.75(lk-0.751: (1 
Wi1CflC, 
I 1- t lb inutc I. oad result ing from k)ad Comhinnt km 
Gh-I )cad Load 
(A - Live Load 
E: (}- Seismic Load 
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After applying the loads on the beams, the software will run the analysis. The 
rr_whs of axial force, deflection, bending moment, torsion and shear are analyzed and 
compared with the value of static capacity which the beams can sustain. 
3.4 Flake Element Method 
After the analysis of the building structures has been done, finite element analysis 
of beam-column joint is conducted. 'Ilk beam-column joint is designed by using 
nodes and plate ckmcnts. h is end of the column is assumed as fixed support while 
the forces are applied on the beams through nodes. 
By using the maximum values of axial force and bending moment taken from the 
result analysis from previous model, the forces and bending nxoments arc distributed 
through each node. For axial forces, it is uniformly distributed on each node while 
for the momcnts; it is converted to resultant force and distributed evenly according to 
the stress diagram. Refer Appendix 13 (11) for the detail calculation. 
11w analysis of this beam-column joint is to determine the stress, cracking and 
crushing pattern and also to determine the location of cracking and crushing 
development. Crushing will develop if the compression of the joint is higher than the 
compressive strength of concrete; Fc, while cracking will develop if the tension of 
the joint is higher than tensile strength ofumcrete; FT. Figure 3.5 shows the 21) view 
of beam-column joint. 'Me vertical figure is the column with fixed end support while 
the horizontal figure is the beam. 
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Figure 3.5: 21) view of beam-column joint 
I. '% I ritonomks on C omputcr Workstation 
3.5.1 Mosllon 
Monitor can afccts bath cycs and the muscukoskclctal system of human beings. 
'T`hus, uscns must pay attention on the placemcnt and maintenance of the monitor 
which can brings had cfrccts to them. While using the computer workstation, the 
dcvclopmcnt of cyc strain, shaukicr fatigue and neck pain can be prcvcntod by make 
sure the surface of the vicwing scrccn is clean and adjust the brightness and contrast 
to optimum comfort. 
3.5.2 Chair Adjustment 
Sitting on a chair for a very tong time can brings to increasing prc a ure on the 
intervvrchral di. *; n. To avoid thin, the height of backrest must be adjusted to nupport 
the natural inward curvature of the tower hack and adjust the height of chair P) ! feet 
rest flat on the (kxor. 
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('11AP ER 4 
RESULTS ANI) DISCUSSION 
Results from the analysis by using S 1'AAI). Pro soflwurc can be vicwcd at the 
post-pnoceming output. 'I hcsc vulucs are shear, bcnding ttton rnt, deflection and 
toruon. From the analysis, it is obscrvcd that the building sway in X-direction when 
subjected to seismic loading. The framc structures tend to bend in X-dircction duc to 
the longer continuous conncction bctwccn beans in X-direction compared to 1. 
direction. Thus, the deflection of the beam is higher at X direction compared to I 
direct ion. 
4.1 Axial Force, Shear, Heading Moment and Torsion 1)uc to Seismic Loading 
the school building's shear, bending moment and torsion duo to seismic 
loading arc compared with the manual calculation of static capacity. The values are 
moment capacity, shear capacity and total torsional resistance which arc the 
maximum limit of moment, shear and torsion that the structure can sustain. Figure 
4.1 shows the specific location for the selected beam and column while Table 4.1 
shows the result of maximum forces by section properties for the wh ok structure of 
school building duo to seismic load. 
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Figure 4.1: Location of the selected beam and column 
Table 4.1: Forces by Section Properties: Wbok Structure for III Maximum +vc 
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Moment capacity. ihcar capacity and total torsional reaistuncc are calculated 
manually based on the structural drawing given by the JKR. Table 4.2 shows the 
value of nxoment capacity. shear capacity and total torsional resistance. Refer 
Appendix B (Ill) for further detail calculation. 
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Table 4.2: Moment Capacity, Shear Capacity and Total l'orsional Resistance 
Size Moment Capacity 
(kNm) 
15Urnm X Whim 237.60 
150nun X 550nun 252.465 
3SOrnm X ZSOnim IOK. 4I 
From the rcsult, it slxows that 
1. V.... ` Vpe - My 
?"T.. - 















'I'hu+, based on the structural analysis, it slums that the structure is still able to 
withstand the scismic loading without any structural ti, ilures. 
4.2 Ikf cctiou Due to Seismic load 
Table 4.3 hclow stxows the result of maximum and minimum dcf cction for 4 
storey sctxxoI building nxxlcl. I'hc results dhow the deflection in X. Y and Z 
direction. 
Table 4.3: Defection of beam and column due to seismic loading 
Seam/ 
Column 
Max X 220 
Min X 220 
Max y Sc 
Min Y bll 
Max 1 20H 
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"I 'tic nutxinuun allowable (Ictlcctioýn for tltc structuntl mcmhcrti duc to I lnitorm 
Building ('(x1r (I MC) 1997 ix: 





From the result, it slx)w% that the maximum deflection occurs when subjected to 
seismic loading alone. Furthermore, the maximum dcflcctio n docsn't excced the 
maximum allowable deflection of the stnu: turc. Thus, the school building is still able 
to withstand the dynamic load during the earthquake. 
4.3 Finite Element Analysis of Ncam-Column Joint 
Results from the finite clement analysis of bcum-column joint gives the 
intcmity of the forces distributed over the plates which is shown from the plate stress 
contour. For this project, only two types of stresses is considered fir observation 
which are stress in Y direction; SY and stress in X direction; SX. The positive value 
indicates a tensile stress while negative value indicates a compressive stress. Figure 
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Figure 4.2: Plate Stress Contour of Stress in X direction, SX. 
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Figure 4-3: Plate Stress Contour of Sims In V dirrctiOn, tiY. 
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Figure 4.2 shows the siress axial to the beam. It is obscrvcd that the stress is 
high at the beeam-column joint. This is due to the connection between beam and 
column. Besides, compression occurs mostly at the lower part of the beam on the 
right. his is because the beam on the right has higher axial forces than the beam on 
the left. Furthcrnore, from the figure, it indicates that the crack may propagate 
starting from the corner of the joint. 
From Figure 4.3. it indicatcs the stress shear to the beam. From the 
observation, it shows that tension occurs at the connection of beam and column. 
Thus, cracking may develop starting from the joint connection. But, from the 
comparison, as the maximum tension value of the joint is lower than the tensile 
strength of concrete, cracking will not occur. The same case also happens to the 
compression of the joint where crushing will not occur as the compression strength 
of concrete is higher than the maximum compression value of the joint. 
4.4 Dbcuabo 
From the calculation of beam and column capacities, all the required 
information is taken from the structural drawing of 4-storey school building provided 
by )KR. the results from the manual calculation are then compared with the value 
obtain from the STAA[). l'no analysis to determine whether the current capacity is 
enough or safe to withstand the seismic loading during carthquakca. 
Hcforr starting the modeling pracxss, dead load and live bad are calculated 
manually according to the 13S 8 110 and NS 6399 standard. 'lihcse values arc then 
being input to S'I AAI). 1'ro for analysis of the frame. Spectrum analysis is used for 
the definition of seismic loading. 
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In Post"Nnnxssing results, the shear force, torsion, bending mcomcnt and axial 
forccs enveloped on beams and columns arc ohtaincd. After comparing the values 
with the naximum capacity o! ' shear, bending moment and torsional resistance, it is 
Bound that the beams and columns arc still ahlc to withstand the seismic load. 
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CHAPTER 5 
C'()NC'I. l1tiI()Nti & ItH: ('()MMF, NI)A'I'I()N 
A tour-storey sctxxol building nxodel has been dcvclopcd for the analysis and 
design of reinforced concrete building using Sl AAI). Pro 2(X)5 Software. The model 
has been generated according to the stru tural drawing and the calculated design load 
according to the British Standard. 
From the analysis of* the lour-storey school building in Malaysia which is 
never been designed for the ciutlxlunkc resistance, the columns and beams arc 
slightly affected by the seismic loading. '11w deflection, bending moment, torsion and 
shear force of the whole structures is not exceeding the capacity that has been 
designed. The school structure is still able to withstand the seismic loading and safe 
to he ussed. 
'I he results from the tinitc ckmcnt analysis show that the tcn. ' on and 
comprrssion valuc doesn't exceed the concrete's tensile strength and compressive 
xtrength. Thus, na cracking or crushing occurs. 1 towcvcr, the accuracy of the result 
can he improved by upgrading the finite clement analysis from 21) view to 31) view. 
More accurate result of plate stress contour can he obtained for the beam-column 
joint when dcpth of the beam and column is taking into conyidcrution. 
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APPENDICES 
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1nc1.. oJ. 
Maß -10 kK'mj x ;m-V. o kN/m 
Ikw(n I -Ad. 
("y -j9S"916 " 1125 # 9,46 -12.05 kN/m 
ý 1: 1 ºN/m 
-9 0ºA: m 
týta. d. t- 14 ciº -t eta 
-t44 º: 11" 1 6(9 01 
- 60 ºAler kot crirh beam 
%laainxum na, nticnt - kN/m x (7. i(m)')/! ( 
- 4% 1 ºNm 
41aawnurn titicw -Pt. ^. -(AUkN/mx7,8 ml P. 
- : tikN 
ila= JR) and JAUIAlM bum ! st Y 
DOW 1 wd. 
F mwhv. - 1: ºti. , m= a7t m- 9.16 kN/m 
UU uv*At -: + ºti, `m' s O. SSm x 0. IS m- 1. Vx kN/m 
Slab -1 71 kNha= it lm - 11,: 5 kN/m 
No !ssk aan as the tc - wo 
t.., r. Land. 
! ºMt+ -10 KNt, w' x Im -90 1ºN/m 
9 1e, 1123-22.39 kN/m 
-; 1llWm 
(jr -90º, i'1p 
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1 xr aif, n 1. "wºi, f- 14 l% ,1 (14 A 
-1i1: 10)º 1b(19 . 
0) 
- 47 ºNL"ea fat arwcb l+cmm 
Maiaamm awawat - PI-3/11 -(: 7 kN/m x(7,9m)ljlg 
- 1S7. ilS kNm 
Mw. ainwuea! ºbar -pt. '. '-j47kN/mx7.8ml /: 
-lN1ºN 
umm An Md 110uä t bm» w1 
IlraMd 1and. 
1ah, shm-1: kAL'm= s1 m- 1, e kN/m 
Sott Ww*igtr -: 4 º', L`m' s0 Sim It 0.1 im- 1I)l1kN/m 
! tlrb - 175 ºNrm= x7 1tm x 1/1 - 9,75 kN/m 
*414 11 Sams) -i I M°m= X 16 0,1 S)m - y, 4ß kN/m 
1-riv isaold, 
t" - 101ºNhaý > 7Im it 15 a 7,8 kN/m 
c»&** t£l. d, 
-ý94 " 16 "V, 7S*q. 4b-: 4,79 kN/m 
-: Sltinm 
(h -7qN. "m 
tav. ýn l wýi, t- tA( ik '1 6t, Jr 
-til. '1)" 1M7. ti) 
- itl ºýI''st bx c+ýb lwom 
APPI: NI)IX B 
masunnun nýºrtýctf! - PI R-(41! kN/m x( 7.9m)' j/K 
- 34 kNm 
MuJMtrm -show - PL? -(it Mm x 7. N ml /2 
-f: ºN 
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(II)Ue. i; " Cakelatio" 
1) ( skslati. o of M. mww/ ('sp"lty 







»MM w. -1 Somm X eoo mm 
C'recmo at« - 2Smm 
i, - 410 KMml 
l0 ! ýi : 




4- 6OOMaa 1 oatis : 1ewn 2N2 mett -S 13mm 
/'- 23 asfa * loatm " 1d2 mm -; 1 mat 
M- AM' - 402 12 mmi 
t. ! ä"ý') I 
a-09 (drZ) +09Y 1edxY2) - Vom 
r%º, 
bi - t'.. Id w"01) >. ("») 
-0 t1(iw (d"db^. )*0 91i, /1r (d"d') 
º04,4 r0v i'bM: 70x V! 1(41Ox4tl: I: x. iSS. 4 
"3 17 e0 º. *+m 
APPI: NI)IX B 




l'-w . ruv -t 50 mm XS 30 mm 
t'amcývMr ariw - : 3wun 
i, -ito ti'mm' 
(,,, - 10 x ý' 
ältgbm tqmäu~ -20aýa 
: Yla 
YR 10- 1(X) 
2YI6 
d- SSo mea 1omm ; 3mm : tY: mm -SU4 mm 
d'-: 1 mm - low, a, " W., mm - ;, lmm 
A. - M' - i0.1: mm= 
1. -1'»"1. 
M -id r': 1 ý 1. Id"d'1 
"--b4JiI" "11V X (SOS/7)_227.25tnat 
rt. ^. 
ý1- F. Id *)': 1 " V. (4-d') 
- O4 S(,,,. tw Id- el) 0O vS 4 As (d -d) 
-o4lllaxlsox2'7: ý11SO3111d: 5) s 091.4410)(402.1'2)(505-41) 







4 -- º 













Coimrp .w-1 So mm X: so mm 
Caocorir vom 
410 K*eaW 
(,, - b0 4 mm' 
2A Aa ýrrao - : aeon 
40, 
d- 2.30 aws tomm 21mm 2tY2 mm -203 nun 
d"- 23 mob " loaws " : tY2 mm - 43 mm 
As - A&' - e. `& 12 awn' 
iý-t,. " f' 
M- f» rd v: 1 * i'ý, Idýd') 
. -09 X rd: º- oV X ý: üw21-9: 2ýmm 
räsn. 
1. (4 Mw) " F. (dld') 
4 MA" I4=4,: 1 "0 011yM 
-p 4S110x 130)IV Z111. 'O}"46 11) #0 95(4IOxA: II, I: 00543) 
- 106 41 ºNo 
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2) ('eIr. i. ass .t %a.. " ( . Ndey 














Accora, e4 to N'1 "ý0 Pon 1 1997. Sc. 
xsorr ý. "+ýtaAC.. ", -0ý! vu! ý. t. ý º' '(4(xl a º'' x( fa, ý2 S)", 
1: S 
Pat ON r&r4*k 




ý,.. ". -9x i» l W-: 355 
11wk kw t1r vfaow taOhNtnoo of the Mtttrtlpr plua the ranrnte, 
V. A, s. ) X 0Md " ar, d 
-2 MYU 914; 1pN11y) "()10XU 49X133) 
-fSl2 ºN 
APPI: NI)1X B 
b) Beam slit - 150mm X 550 mm 







According to NS 8110: Pan 1: 1997. ticc; tiun 3, Tublr 3.8, 
Shdu rrsistancc, v, - O. 7q(1 OOAabd )In(400/d) 1" x (fp, / 25)" 
1.25 
*0 79 (10(Ac402 12/1 S0xS05)I"(400/Sp5)"ý x(30/25)1 'I 
1.25 
0.5 13 N/mm2 
513 kN/m= 
For the stirrups. 
A,,, /. r. -'9X(78.5/30))-2.355 
Tluni, for the xhcar rexistar><c ut'thc rtirrupi plus the u+rx; rete, 
V. -(A.. / s. ) X0.95, /, Yd + bvd 
2.335 X 0.95(250x503) + (130)(0,517x50, S) 
- 321.71 kN 
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According to BS 91 10: Part I :1 997, Section 3.1'ublc 3.8. 
Shcar resixtnncr. v, - 0.79(1OOAx/hd)'"(4(x)/d)"4 x (fý / 25)"' 
1.25 
-- 0 79 (100028 32 0250x205)'"(40012Q5 )"4 x(30/25) 
I. 25 
0.85N/mm' 
-- 850 kN/m2 
For the xtirtups, 
A/. r. - 14 X(7ä. ä/200)'3.5 
Thu*, for the %hew rcxixtwne of the stirrups plus the concrctc, 
V. - (A., / %, ) X 0.9) S/,,.. d $ hv4 
5.3 X 0.9S(25Ux205) + (250x0,83)(205) 
ý311.14kN 
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3) Total torsional mMtance 






yxx x 1&/4-706.86 mm' 
x. -300mm 
t,. =2S0N/mm= 
1. ý (A,.. /w)xlYl(0.95()xa. 8 
(706.86/100)(S10x80x(1,9Sx? S0)x0.8 
- 18.98x 10°Nmm 
- 18.98 kNm 
9R 10-300 
APPE: NDEx B 






A.. =4xx x IO'14-706.86 mm' 
x. -300mm 
f,, - 2S0 N/mm' 
-(A. Jx. )xl yri(o. 95 f,. )x0.8 
(706. B61.10OX48OX8O)(0,9Sx2S0)xO. 6 
- 17.1y x l0' Nmm 
- 17.19 kNm 
c) ('dumn 3 Sb mm X2 SO mm 
xý 













n., - 14 xxx 10'l4 - I099, Sb nuns 
200 mm 
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- 250 N/mm' 
I (A., /, 4, ) xI Y1 (0.95 f,,, )xb. K 
- (1099. S6J200)(1 KOX2KOx0.95x250)xO. K 
ý 52.65 x 10° Nmm 
52.65 kNm 
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(III) Finite I kmcat Analysis: Load Calculation 
s) kam I 
Node of ncxlcx -13 
Axial Force - 0.777 kN 
Axial force at arch nods s 0.777 
13 
0.06 kN 




To find resuharn fincc. 
M-`I°xd 
1-M/d 
i- 26.676 x 1000 kNrtun / 166mm 
" 72.885 kN 
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b) lk-nm 2 
NcxSc of rxk. % -LL 13 
Axial Fot+cc = 12.6: 0 kN 
Axial Cc)rcc at crKh rxxk - 12.646 
13 
- 0.97 kN 
Hcndinv Momrns - 112.221 kNm 
T ., _m.. 
366mm 
c 
1'ýý find rr%uIhuu fatcc. 
M- T'xd 
I -M /d 
T- 112.221 x 1000 kNmm / 366nun 
-306.61kN 
